With the explosive growth of resources available through the Internet, information mismatching and overload have become a severe concern to users. Web users are commonly overwhelmed by huge volume of information and are faced with the challenge of finding the most relevant and reliable information in a timely manner. Personalised information gathering and recommender systems represent state-of-the-art tools for efficient selection of the most relevant and reliable information resources, and the interest in such systems has increased dramatically over the last few years. However, web personalization has not yet been well-exploited; difficulties arise while selecting resources through recommender systems from a technological and social perspective. Aiming to promote high quality research in order to overcome these challenges, this paper provides a comprehensive survey on the recent work and achievements in the areas of personalised web information gathering and recommender systems. The report covers concept-based techniques exploited in personalised information gathering and recommender systems.
Introduction
Over the last decade, the rapid growth and adoption of World Wide Web have further exacerbated user needs for efficient mechanisms for information and knowledge location, selection and retrieval. Web information covers a wide range of topics and serves a broad spectrum of communities [2] . Web users create Web information and new sources of knowledge at a rapid rate with various Web 2.0 applications such as blogs, social and professional networks, wikis, and many other types of social media. The abundance of information created by users explicitly and proactively contains rich semantic meaning and provides a huge potential to obtain deep knowledge about users. However, the massive User-Generated Content (UGC) in Web 2.0 era has made it increasingly difficult for users to effectively find exactly what they need. How to gather useful and meaningful information from the Web becomes a challenge to all users. This becomes more challenging than ever before. There remain difficulties that limit the full exploitation of personalization and resource selection through recommendation from both technology perspective and human and social perspective. Recommender systems have also been made by researchers as an important response to information overloading problems, for its ability to provide personalized and meaningful information recommendations by taking into account idiosyncratic user interests and information needs [90] . For example, while standard search engines are very likely to generate the same results to different users entering identical search queries, recommender systems are able to generate results to each user that are personalized and more relevant because they take into account each user's personal interests. The recommender technology has been successfully employed in many applications such as films, music, books. The richness of the online information challenges the current personalization techniques and also provides new possibilities for accurately users profiling. Thus, how to incorporate the new features and practices of Web 2.0 into personalized recommender applications becomes an important and urgent research topic.
Recommendation techniques can be divided into two major classes: content-based filtering (CBF) and collaborative filtering (CF). CBF focuses on the analysis of item content and user profiles are used to filter available objects. Collaborative filtering (CF) focuses on identification of other users with similar tastes, and utilisetheir opinions to recommend items. The user profiles are used to recommend to a user the information that satisfied previous users with a similar profile. In movie recommender application, for instance, a CBF system will typically rely on information such as genre, actors, director, producer etc. and match this against the learned preferences of the user in order to select a set of promising movie recommendations. CBF recommender systems need a technique to represent the features of the items. Feature representation can be created automatically for machine readable items (such as news or papers). However, for some items such as jokes, it is almost impossible to define the right set of describing features and to "objectively" classify them [73] . Collaborative filtering (CF) collects information about a user by asking them to rate items and makes recommendations based on highly rated items by users with similar taste. CF approaches make recommendations based on the ratings of items by a set of users (neighbours) whose rating profiles are most similar to that of the target user [7] . CF algorithms generally compute the overall similarity or correlation between users, and use that as weight when making recommendations. In book recommendation application, for example, the first step of the CF system is to find the "neighbours" of the target user. The "neighbours" refer to other users who have similar tastes in books (rate the same books similarly). In the second step, only the books that are highly rated by the "neighbours" would be recommended.
In contrast with the content-base approaches, CF techniques rely on the availability of user profiles that capture past ratings histories of users [7] and do not require any human intervention for tagging content because item knowledge is not required. Therefore, the CF techniques can be applied to virtually any kind of items: papers, news, web sites, movies, songs, books, jokes, locations of holidays, stocks and promise to scale well to large item bases [73] . Collaborative filtering is the most widely used approach to build online recommender systems. It has been successfully employed in many applications, such as recommending books, CDs, and other products at Amazon.com, Movies by MovieLens [1] . Some methods combine both content and collaborative filtering approaches to make recommendations [96] .
In the past decade, many researchers have aimed at gathering Web information and make recommendations for users with consideration of their personalised interest and preferences. In these works, Web user profiles are widely used for user modelling and personalization [49] , because they reflect the interest and preferences of users [102] . User profiles are defined by Li and Zhong [57] as the interesting topics underlying user information needs. They are used in Web information gathering to describe user background knowledge, to capture user information needs, and to gather personalized Web information for users [31, 37, 57, 113] . This survey paper attempts to review the development of the concept-based, personalized Web information gathering techniques. The review notes the issues in Web personalization, focusing on Web user profiles and user information needs in personalized Web information gathering. The reviewed scholar reports that the concept-based models utilizing user background knowledge are capable of gathering useful and meaningful information for Web users. However, the representation and acquisition of user profiles need to be improved for the effectiveness of Web information gathering. This survey contributes to better understanding of existing Web information gathering systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the concept-based techniques employed by Web information gathering and recommender systems; Section 3 discusses the personalisation issues in the context of Web information gathering and recommendation, focusing on user profile representation and acquisition. Information gathering and recommender systems in social networks are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 makes the final remarks for the survey.
Exploiting Concepts for Web Information Gathering and Recommender Systems
Concept-based techniques that are used in web information gathering are also widely exploited in recommender systems as well. Recommender systems rely on concept-based techniques to access concepts of products. Concept-based information gathering techniques use semantic concepts extracted from documents and queries. Instead of matching keyword features representing the documents and queries, concept-based techniques attempt to compare the semantic concepts of documents to those of given queries. Similarity of documents to queries is determined by the matching level of their semantic concepts. The semantic concept representation and extraction are two typical issues in the concept-based techniques and are discussed in the following sections.
Semantic Concept Representation
Semantic concepts have various representations. In some models, concepts are represented by controlled lexicons defined in terminological ontologies, thesauruses, or dictionaries. In some models, they are represented by subjects in domain ontologies, library classification systems, or categorizations. Some models uses data mining techniques for concept extraction, semantic concepts are represented by patterns. The three representations given different strengths and weaknesses.
lexicon-based representation defines the concepts in terms and lexicons that are easily understood by users. WordNet [28] and its variations [9, 48] are typical models employing this kind of concept representation. In these models, semantic concepts are represented by the controlled vocabularies defined in terminological ontologies, thesauruses, or dictionaries. Because these are being controlled, they are also easily utilized by the computational systems. However, when extracting terms to represent concepts for information gathering, some noisy terms may also be extracted because of term ambiguity. As a result, information overloading problem may occur in gathering. Moreover, the lexiconbased representation relies largely on the quality of terminological ontologies, thesaurus, or dictionaries for definitions. However, the manual development of controlled lexicons or vocabularies (like WordNet) is usually costly. The automatic development is efficient, however, in sacrificing the quality of definitions and semantic relation specifications. Consequently, the lexicon-based representation of semantic concepts was reported to be able to improve the information gathering performance in some works [48, 68] , but to be degrading the performance in other works [116] .
Many Web systems rely upon subject-based representation of semantic concepts for information gathering. In this kind of representation, semantic concepts are represented by subjects defined in knowledge bases or taxonomies, including domain ontologies, digital library systems, and online categorizations. Typical information gathering systems exploiting domain ontologies for concept representation include those developed by Lim et al. [65] , by Navigli [82] , and by Velardi et al. [115] . Domain ontologies contain expert knowledge: the concepts described and specified in the ontologies are of high quality. However, expert knowledge acquisition is usually costly in ycapitalization and computation. Moreover, as discussed previously, the semantic concepts specified in many domain ontologies are structured only in the subsumption manner of super-class and sub-class, rather than the more specific is-a, part-of, and related-to, the ones developed by [31, 46] and [136] . Some attempted to describe more specified relations, like [13, 103] for is-a, [33, 92] for part-of, and [41] for related-to relations only. Tao et al. [107, 108] made a further progress from these works and portrayed the basic is-a, part-of, and relatedto semantic relations in one single computational model for concept representation.
Also used for subject-based concept representation are the library systems, like Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) used by [46, 118] , Library of Congress Classification (LCC) and Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) [107, 108] , and the variants of these systems, such as the "China Library Classification Standard" used by [132] and Alexandria Digital Library (ADL) [117] . These library systems represent the natural growth and distribution of human intellectual work that covers the comprehensive and exhaustive topics of world knowledge [15] . In these systems, concepts are represented by subjects that are defined by librarians and linguists manually under a well-controlled process [15] . Concepts are constructed in taxonomic structure, originally designed for information retrieval from libraries. These are beneficial to the information gathering systems. The concepts are linked by semantic relations, such as subsumption like super-class and subclass in the DDC and LCC, and broader, used-for, and related-to in the LCSH. However, information gathering systems using library systems for concept representation largely rely on knowledge bases. The limitations of the library systems, for example, focus on the United States more than on other regions by the LCC and LCSH, would be incorporated by the information gathering systems that use them for concept representation.
The online categorizations are also widely relied on by many information gathering systems for concept representation. Typical online categorization used for
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European Alliance for Innovation concept representation include the Yahoo! categorization used by [31] and Open Directory Project 1 used by [16, 86] . In these categorizations, concepts are represented by categorization subjects and organized in a taxonomical structure. However, the nature of categorizations is in the subsumption manner of one containing another (super-class and sub-class), but not the semantic is-a, part-of, and related-to relations. Thus, the semantic relations associated with the concepts in such representations are not in adequate details and specific levels. These problems weaken the quality of concept representation and thus the reducing performance of information gathering systems.
Another semantic concept representation in Web information gathering systems is pattern-based representation that uses multiple terms (e.g. phrases) to represent a single semantic concept. Phrases contain more content than any one of their containing terms. Research representing concepts by patterns include Li and Zhong [53] [54] [55] [57] [58] [59] , Wu et al. [122, 124, 125] , Zhou et al. [138] [139] [140] , Dou et al. [22] , and RuizCasado et al. [93] . However, pattern-based semantic concept representation poses some drawbacks. The concepts represented by patterns can have only subsumption specified for relations. Usually, the relations exist between patterns are specified by investigation of their containing terms, like [57, 125, 138] . If more terms are added into a phrase, to make the phrase more specific, the phrase becomes a sub-class concept of any concepts represented by the sub-phrases in it. Consequently, no specific semantic concepts like is-a and partof can be specified and thus some semantic information may be missing in pattern-based concept representations. Another problem of pattern-based concept representation is caused by the length of patterns. The concepts can be adequately specific for discriminating one from others only if the patterns representing the concepts are long enough. However, if the patterns are too long, the patterns extracted from Web documents would be of low frequency and thus, cannot support the concept-based information gathering systems substantially [125] . Although the pattern-based concept representation poses such drawbacks, it is still one of the major concept representations in information gathering systems.
The semantic content of text documents has different representations, such as controlled lexicons, categories, or patterns. The lexicon-based representation of documents is easy to be understood by users or computational systems. With such a representation, text documents are represented by a set of terms chosen from controlled vocabularies defined in terminological ontologies, thesauruses, or dictionaries. However, when extracting lexical descriptors, some noisy terms are also extracted along with meaningful, representative terms, due to term ambiguity problem. The development of terminological ontologies, thesauruses, or dictionaries is also costly in finance, time, and usually requires a large amount of human power involvement. As a result, lexicon-based semantic content representation is ineffective and costly.
Categorizations are also widely used to represent document contents [40, 86, 88, 109] . In such a representation, concepts are represented by categories and organized in a tree or graphic structure. The relationships existing between concept nodes in the structure are explored in order to measure the capacity of a concept describing or representing the semantic content of a document. However, the natural relationship in categorizations is subsumption of one containing another (super-class and sub-class), but not the detailed, specific semantic relations (like is-a, partof, and related-to). Thus, the concept specification needs to improve toward a more detailed and specific level.
Another representation is pattern-based that uses multiple phrases to represent document contents [23, 57, 61, 140] . However, pattern-based semantic annotation suffers from a problem by the length of patterns. Concepts are specific and discriminating only if patterns are substantially long. However, if a pattern is too long, its frequency would be very low in documents. Consequently, such pattern becomes useless because of poor applicability [60] . In addition, because of using text mining for pattern extraction, the quality of patterns is difficult to control. As a result, noisy patterns are extracted as well as useful patterns.
Semantic Concept Extraction
Text classification is the process of classifying an incoming stream of documents into categories by using the classifiers learned from the training samples [66] . In generally, text classification problem can be a "binary" classification problem If there are exactly two classes or a "multi-class" problem if there are more than two classes and each document falls into exactly one class or a "multi-label categorization" problem if a document may have more than one associated category in a classification scheme. Multi-label and multi-class tasks are often handled by reducing them to k binary classification tasks, one for each category [128] . The works conducted by Tao's and Yang et al. [129] are about multi-label text classification. The former worked on categorizing library catalogue items into multiple subjects and the latter adopted active learning algorithms for multi-label classification.
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There are different types of text classifier. Fung et al. [29] categorized them into two types: kernelbased classifiers and instance-based classifiers. Typical kernel-based classifier learning approaches include the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [43] and regression models [98] . These approaches may incorrectly classify many negative samples from an unlabelled set into a positive set, thus causing the problem of information overloading in Web information gathering. Typical instance-based classification approaches include the KNearest Neighbour (K-NN) [19] and its variants, which do not rely upon the statistical distribution of training samples. However, instance-based approaches are not capable of extracting highly accurate positive samples from the unlabeled set. Other research works, such as [31, 88] , have a different way of categorizing the classifier learning techniques: document representations based classifiers, including SVMs and K-NN; and word probabilities based classifiers, including Naive Bayesian, decision trees [43] and neural networks used by [133] . These classifier learning techniques have different strengths and weaknesses, and should be chosen based upon the problems they are attempting to solve.
Machine learning for text classification can be categorised into three groups: supervised, semisupervised, and unsupervised. When there is a set of pre-classified documents available to train classifiers, the process is referred to as supervised classification. Sometimes, samples may be inadequate or insufficient, though available. Such a problem is referred to as semisupervised text classification. Nguyen and Caruana [83] proposed a semi-supervised approach to address the problem and learned classifiers from only partial label samples (the training documents are pre-classified into a set of possible classes with only one correct class). Fung et al. [29] introduced an approach to learn classifiers from only positive and unlabelled samples, without negative ones. The approach first extracts negative samples from unlabelled set and builds classifiers as usual. Supervised and semi-supervised text classification techniques more or less rely on preclassified samples to learn classifiers. Yang et al. [130] proposed to build classification model for a target class without associated training samples, by analysing the correlating auxiliary classes.
Text classification techniques are widely used in concept-based Web information gathering systems. Gauch et al. [31] described how text classification techniques are used for concept-based Web information gathering. Web users submit a topic associated with some specified concepts. The gathering agents then search for the Web documents that are referred to by the concepts. Sebastiani [98] outlined a list of tasks in Web information gathering to which text classification techniques may contribute: automatic indexing for Boolean information retrieval systems, document organization (particularly in personal organization or structuring of a corporate document base), text filtering, word sense disambiguation, and hierarchical categorization of web pages. Also, as specified by Meretakis et al. [75] , the Web information gathering areas contributed to by text classification may include sorting emails, filtering junk emails, cataloguing news articles, providing relevance feedback, and reorganizing large document collections. Text classification techniques have been utilized by to classify Web documents into the best matching interest categories, based on their referring semantic concepts [69] .
Some limitations and weaknesses of these text classification techniques employed in concept-based Web information gathering exist. Glover et al. [34] pointed out that Web information gathering performance substantially relies on the accuracy of predefined categories. If the arbitration of a given category is wrong, the performance is degraded. Another challenging problem, referred to as "cold start", occurs when there is an inadequate number of training samples available to learning classifiers. Also, as pointed out by Han and Chang [37] , concept-based Web information gathering systems rely on an assumption that the content of Web documents is adequate to make descriptions for classification. When the assumption fails, using text classification techniques alone becomes unreliable for Web information gathering systems. The solution to this problem is to use high quality semantic concepts, as argued by Han and Chang [37] , and to integrate both text classification and Web mining techniques.
Ontologies have been studied and exploited by many works to facilitate text classification. Gabrilovich and Markovitch [30] enhanced text classification by generating features using domain-specific and common-sense knowledge in large ontologies with hundreds of thousands of concepts. Camous et al. [11] also introduced domain-independent method that uses the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) ontology. The method investigates the inter-concept relationships and represents documents by MeSH subjects. Similarly, Camous' work considers the semantic relations exist in concepts. However, their work focuses only on the medical domain. Whereas, Wang and Domeniconi [119] and Hu et al. [40] derived background knowledge from Wikipedia to represent documents and attempted to deal with the sparsity and high dimensionality problems in text classification. Instead of Wikipedia with free-contributed entries, the approach proposed in [] uses the superior LCSH, which is a world knowledge ontology and has been under continuous development for a hundred years by knowledge engineers.
Many works exploited pattern mining techniques to help build classification models. Malik and Kender [71] proposed the "Democratic Classifier", which is a
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Web content mining is an emerging field of applying knowledge discovery technology to Web data. Web content mining discovers knowledge from the content of Web documents, and attempts to understand the semantics of Web data [49, 57] . Based on various Web data types, Web content mining can be categorised into Web text mining, Web multimedia data mining (e.g. image, audio, video), and Web structure mining [49] . In this paper, Web information is particularly referred to text documents existing on the Web. Thus, the term "Web content mining" here refers to "Web text content mining", the knowledge discovery from the content of Web text documents. Kosala and Blockeel [49] categorized Web content mining techniques into database views and information retrieval views. From the database view, the goal of Web content mining is to model the Web data so that Web information gathering may be performed based on concepts rather than on keywords. From the information retrieval view, the goal is to improve Web information gathering based on either inferred or solicited Web user profiles. Web content mining contributes significantly to Web information gathering in either view.
Many techniques are applied in Web content mining, including pattern mining, association rules mining, text classification and clustering, and data generalization and summarisation [53, 55] . Li and Zhong [53] [54] [55] 57] , Wu et al. [124] , and Zhou et al. [138] [139] [140] represented semantic concepts by maximal patterns, sequential patterns, and closed sequential patterns, and attempted to discover these patterns for semantic concepts extracted from Web documents. Their experiments reported substantial improvements achieved by their proposed models, in comparison with the traditional Rocchio, Dempster-Shafer, and probabilistic models. Association rules mining extracts meaningful content from Web documents and discovers their underlying knowledge. Existing models using association rules mining include Li and Zhong [52] , Li et al. [56] , and Yang et al. [127] , who used the granule techniques to discover association rules; Xu and Li [126] and Shaw et al. [100] , who attempted to discover concise association rules; and Wu et al. [123] , who discovered positive and negative association rules. Some works, such as Dou et al. [22] , attempted to integrate multiple Web content mining techniques for concept extraction. These works were claimed capable of extracting concepts from Web documents and improving the performance of Web information gathering. However, as pointed out by Li and Zhong [54, 55] , the existing Web content mining techniques have some limitations. The main problem is that these techniques are incapable of specifying the specific semantic relations (e.g. is-a and part-of ) that exist in the concepts. Their concept extraction needs to be improved for more specific semantic relation specification, considering the fact that the current Web is nowadays moving toward the Semantic Web [4] .
Personalisation in Web Information Gathering and Recommender Systems
Web user profiles are widely used by Web information systems for user modelling and personalization [49] . User profiles reflect the interests of users [102] . In terms of Web information gathering, user profiles are defined by Li and Zhong [57] as the interesting topics underlying user information needs . Hence, user profiles are used in Web information gathering to capture user information needs from the user submitted queries, in order to gather personalized Web information for users [31, 37, 57, 113] .
Web user profiles are categorized by Li and Zhong [57] into two types: the data diagram and information diagram profiles (also called behaviour-based profiles and knowledge-based profiles by [76] ). The data diagram profiles are usually acquired by analyzing a database or a set of transactions [31, 57, 76, 104, 105] . These kinds of user profiles aim to discover interesting registration data and user profile portfolios. The information diagram profiles are usually acquired by using manual techniques; such as questionnaires and interviews [76, 113] , or by using information retrieval and machine-learning techniques [31] . They aim to discover interesting topics for Web user information needs.
Personalized recommender systems have ability to provide meaningful information recommendations [90] by taking into account idiosyncratic user interests and information needs. The representation of user information needs is variously referred to as ï£¡user profilesï£¡, or ï£¡topic profilesï£¡. Recommender systems can be divided into two major classes: content-based filtering [78] and collaborative filtering recommender [47] . Content-based filtering focuses on the analysis of item content. The user profiles are used to filter available objects. Collaborative filtering focuses on identification of other users with similar tastes, and the use of their opinions to recommend items. The user profiles are used to recommend to a user information that satisfied previous users with a similar profile. The recommender systems success depend on large extent on the ability of the learned profiles to represent the users actual interests. Learning a personalized user profile is one of the most challenging tasks in developing the next generation of information filtering and recommender systems [62, 140] .
User profiles are widely used in not only Web information gathering [57, 107, 108] , but also personalized Web services [37] , personalized recommendations [76] , and marketing research [137] . User profile representation and construction are very important issues within these research fields. In this section, the methods and techniques for profiles representation and construction will be discussed.
User Profile Representation
User profiles have various representations. As defined by [102] , user profiles are represented by a previously prepared collection of data reflecting user interests. In many approaches including conventional information gathering and information recommendation, this "collection of data" refers to a set of terms (or vector space of terms) that can be directly used to expand the queries submitted by users [18, 76, 113] . For instance, traditional content-based information filtering uses singlevector or multi-vector models that produce one termweight or more than one term-weight vectors [98] to represent the relevant information of the topic of likely interest for a user. Such profiles are called term-based user profiles.
These term-based user profiles, however, may cause poor interpretation of user interests to the users, as pointed out by [55, 57] . Also, term-based user profiles suffer from the problems introduced by the keyword-match techniques because many terms are usually ambiguous. Attempting to solve this problem, Li and Zhong [57] represented user profiles by patterns. However, pattern-based user profiles also suffer from problems of inadequate semantic relations specification and the dilemma of pattern length and pattern frequency, as discussed previously in Section 2 for pattern-based concept representation. Recently, the two-stage information filtering (i.e., recommender system) and decision making support system have been developed by Zhou et.al. [140] and Li et.al. [62] using both the term-based and pattern-based profiles.
User profiles can also be represented by personalized ontologies. Tao et al. [107, 108] , Gauch et al. [31] , Trajkova and Gauch [113] , and Sieg et al. [104] represented user profiles by a sub-taxonomy of a predefined hierarchy of concepts. The concepts exist in the concepts are associated with weights indicating the user-perceived interests in these concepts. This kind of user profiles describes user interests explicitly. The concepts specified in user profiles have clear definitions and extents. They are thus excellent for inferences performed to capture user information needs. However, clearly specifying user interests in ontologies is a difficult task, especially for their semantic relations, such as is-a and part-of. In these aforementioned works, only Tao et al. [107, 108] could emphasis these semantic relations in user interest specification.
User profiles can also be represented by a training set of documents, as the user profiles in TREC-11 Filtering Track [89] and the model proposed by Tao et al. [106] for acquiring user profiles from the Web. User profiles (the training sets) consist of positive documents that contain user interest topics, and negative documents that contain ambiguous or paradoxical topics. This kind of user profiles describes user interests implicitly, and thus have great flexibility to be used with any concept extraction techniques. The drawback is that noise may be extracted from user profiles as well as meaningful and useful concepts. This may cause an information overloading problem in Web information gathering.
User Profile Construction
When acquiring user profiles, the content, life cycle, and applications need to be considered [97] . Although user interests are approximate and explicit, it was argued by [31, 57, 107, 108 ] that they can be specified by using ontologies. The life cycle of user profiles refers to the period that the user profiles are valuable for Web information gathering. User profiles can be long-term or short-term. For instance, persistent and ephemeral user profiles were built by Sugiyama et al. [105] , based on the long term and short term observation of user behaviour. Applications are also important factors requiring consideration in user profile acquisition. These factors considered in user profile acquisition also define the utilization of user profiles for their contributing areas and period.
User profile acquisition techniques can be categorized into three groups: interviewing, non-interviewing, and semi-interviewing techniques. Interviewing user profiles are entirely acquired using manual techniques; such as questionnaires, interviews, and user classified training sets. Trajkova and Gauch [113] argued that user profiles can be acquired explicitly by asking users questions. One typical model using user-interview profiles acquisition techniques is the TREC-11 Filtering Track model [89] . User profiles are represented by training sets in this model, and acquired by users manually. Users read training documents and assign positive or negative judgements to the documents against given topics. Based upon the assumption that users know their interests and preferences exactly, these training documents perfectly reflect users' interests. However, this kind of user profile acquisition mechanism is costly. Web users have to invest a great deal of effort in reading the documents and providing their opinions and judgements. However, it is unlikely that Web users wish to burden themselves with answering questions
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The non-interviewing techniques do not involve users directly but ascertain user interests instead. Such user profiles are usually acquired by observing and mining knowledge from user activity and behaviour [57, 101, 105, 113] . Typical model is the personalized, ontological user profiles acquired by [108] using a world knowledge base and user local instance repositories. Some other works, like [31, 113] and [104] , acquire non-interviewing ontological user profiles by using global categorizations such as Yahoo! categorization and Online Directory Project. The machinelearning techniques are utilized to analyse the userbrowsed Web documents, and classification techniques are used to classify the documents into the concepts specified in the global categorization. As a result, user profiles in these models are a sub-taxonomy of the global categorizations. However, because the categorizations used are not well-constructed ontologies, the user profiles acquired in these models cannot describe the specific semantic relations. Instead of classifying interesting documents into the supervised categorizations, Li and Zhong [55, 57] used unsupervised methods to discover interesting patterns from the user-browsed Web documents, and illustrated the patterns to represent user profiles in ontologies. The model developed by [67] acquired user profiles adaptively, based on the content study of user queries and online browsing history. In order to acquire user profiles, Chirita et al. [17] and Teevan et al. [111] extracted user interests from the collection of user desktop information such as text documents, emails, and cached Web pages. Makris et al. [70] comprised user profiles by a ranked local set of categories and then utilized Web pages to personalize search results for a user. These non-interviewing techniques, however, have a common limitation of ineffectiveness. Their user profiles usually contain much noise and uncertainties because of the use of automatic acquiring techniques.
With the aim of reducing user involvement and improving effectiveness, semi-interviewing user profiles are acquired by semi-automated techniques. This kind of user profiles may be deemed as that acquired by the hybrid mechanism of interviewing and noninterviewing techniques. Rather than providing users with documents to read, some approaches annotate the documents first and attempt to seek user feedback for just the annotated concepts. Because annotating documents may generate noisy concepts, global knowledge bases are used by some user profile acquisition approaches. They extract potentially interesting concepts from the knowledge bases and then explicitly ask users for feedback, like the model proposed by [107] . Also, by using a so-called Quickstep topic ontology, Middleton et al. [76] acquired user profiles from unobtrusively monitored behaviour and explicit relevance feedback. The limitation of semi-interviewing techniques is that they largely rely upon knowledge bases for user background knowledge specification.
In recommender systems, the construction of accurate profiles is a key task since accurate profiles enable both content-based filtering (to insure recommendations are appropriate) and collaborative filtering (to insure users with similar profiles are indeed similar) [72] . Current existing user profiling for the recommender systems is mainly using user rating data and selected items' content. Usually, hundreds of thousands of users and items are involved in a recommender system, but only a few items are viewed, selected or rated by users. As Sarwar et.al reported in [95] , the density of the available ratings in commercial recommender systems is often less than 1%. Moreover, as for new users, they will start with a blank profile without selecting or rating any items at all. These situations are commonly referred to as the data sparseness and cold start problem [96] . With the increasing use of recommender systems in e-commerce and social networks, maliciously or unfairly influences to the outcomes of recommender systems by creating false user rating data are also intensified. For example: a simple but effective attack to recommender system is to deliberately create a bunch of fake users with pseudo ratings favour or disfavour to some particular products. With the fake information, user profile data becomes unreal and not reliable hence recommender algorithms are impeded by the sparsity, cold start and malicious data problems.
The user profile information can be input explicitly by users or implicitly gathered by software agents that monitor user activity [32] . Explicit acquisition techniques usually require information such as how users rate or select items; whereas implicit acquisition techniques passively observe user behaviours to discover user interests by inferring from user-system interactions. Currently the user profile information for online recommendation is mainly obtained by analysing usage log data such as users' click streams and navigation patterns. Both the explicit and implicit methods have their respective strengths and weaknesses. Explicit techniques are capable of constructing accurate user profile, because information comes directly from the users (e.g., a user rates the relevance of a set of items). However, they may place an increased cognitive burden on users [79] . Implicit acquisition techniques place little or no burden on the users. However, inferences drawn from user interaction are not always valid, as the indicators of user interests are often erratic [45] .
In the Web 2.0 era, people engage in a growing variety and number of Web activities on social websites, from buying on commercial sites, to blogging, to tagging, to online dating, to twittering, to post personal pictures. These interactions can serve as a valuable source of the usersï£¡ implicit feedback. For example, the tags are pieces of light weight textual information but contain very rich and explicit topic information because users proactively provided these tags. They are independent of the content of the items, which makes it possible to achieve content filtering for any items such as video or music files [140] . For example, in recent years, Liang et.al. [63, 64] developed the personalized item recommendation systems by using tag and item information .
Information Gathering and Recommender Systems in Social Web
Although the term "social networking" is being used in new ways since the availability of the digital medium, the concepts behind it have been studied for quite a long time. The modern digital medium technology makes sharing contents, collaborating with others, and connecting with each other to create a community faster, easier and more accessible to a wider population than ever before. Social networking is a type of virtual community that has grown tremendously in popularity over the past few years. The network of users is the platform; the community drives the content. Users actively participate in social networks, upload their personal photos, share their bookmarks, write blogs, and annotate and comment on the information provided by others. They create information, build content, and establish online communities. Nowadays, massive quantities of User Generated Content (UGC) on social networks are available.
Unlike the user rating data which is numeric, the UGC comprises various forms of media and creative works such as text, audio, visual, and combined created by users explicitly and pro-actively. Therefore, it contains rich semantic information and provides a huge potential to obtain deep knowledge about users, items, the various relationships among users and items. The UGC has become an important information resource in addition to traditional website materials. From the UGC information, it is possible to acquire users' opinions, perspectives, or tastes towards items or other users. The growing and readily available user-generated content is rising the new opportunity to construct user profiles accurately compared with the existing personalized recommender techniques, as well as to mitigate the cold start and malicious rating problems considerably.
There has been a tremendous increase in usergenerated content (UGC) in the past a few years via the technologies of Web 2.0. It is now well recognized that the user-generated content (e.g., product reviews, tags, forum discussions and blogs) contains valuable user opinions that can be exploited for many applications. By exploiting the UGC more effectively via the use of the latest collaborative filtering, data mining techniques, more accurate and sophisticate user profiles can be built. Based on the enhanced user profiles, high quality and reliable recommendations can be generated. Many significant researches have been done to investigate new strategies available in Web 2.0 framework. In this section, we review some new strategies for social recommender systems.
Using Tag Information for Recommendation
Like other UGC information, tag is becoming an important information source to profile user's topic interests as well as to describe the content or classification of items. A tag is a keyword that is added to a digital object (e.g. a website, picture or video clip) to describe it, but not as part of a formal classification system. Tags are freely chosen keywords and they are a simple yet powerful tool for organizing, searching and exploring the resources. Compared with other traditional implicit user information such as click stream and web log, the tag information has some distinctive advantages. One important advantage is that tags are pieces of light weighted textual information but contain very rich and explicit topic information since they are given by users explicitly and pro-actively. Another important advantage is that it is independent with the content of the items, which makes it possible to do content filtering for any items such as videos, music files etc. Moreover, tagging behaviour forms a three dimensional relationship among users, items and tags such as the additional implied item-tag, user-tag besides the typical implicit user-item relationship.
However, since there is no restriction or boundary on selecting words for tagging items, the tags used by users are free-style and contain a lot of noise such as semantic ambiguity which means that the same tag name has different meaning for different users, tag synonym which means that different tags actually have the same meaning. Another serious situation of tags is that nearly 60% tags are personal tags that are only used by one user [99] . All these disadvantages of tags bring challenges to make use of tags to profile users' topic preferences accurately or describe the topics of the items correctly. Thus, how to solve these problems caused by the free-style vocabulary of tags is a key issue to improve the accuracy of recommendation systems based on tag information.
The work of Tso-shuter et al. [114] extended the user-item matrix to user-item-tag matrix to make collaborative filtering item recommendation. However, this work didn't consider the noise of tags. More recently, the noise of tags has become an important research question. In the recent work of [99] , a special tag rating function was used to find user's preferences for tags. Along with the tag preferences, the click streams, tag search history of each user were used to get user's preferences for items through the inferred tags preferences. However, Sen' work needs various kinds of extra information or special function, which makes the work incomparable and gives restrictions to the application of the work. Moreover, it is difficult to determine the influence of tag information when the click streams, search queries were combined together.
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Different from Sen's work the approach proposed by Liang et al. [63] makes use of the standard item taxonomy or ontology given by experts to represent each user's tag individually to remove the noise of tags. Item taxonomy is a set of controlled vocabulary terms or topics designed to describe or classify items, which is available for various domains. Because item taxonomy is usually designed and developed by experts, reflecting the common views to the description and classification of items, providing not only a standard vocabulary but also a hierarchical structure to represent the relationships among concepts or categories, it can be used to eliminate the inaccuracy caused by the users' free-style vocabulary in social tags.
Blogs as a Valuable Information Resource
Social media such as blog, Flickr, Youtube, Facebook, and Twitter has arisen as the major user-generated media platform in recent years. A blog is a simple web page consisting of brief paragraphs of opinion, information, personal diary entries, or links. People express their opinions, ideas, experiences, thoughts, wishes through these free-form writings. A typical blog post can combine text, images, and links to other blogs, web pages, and other media related to its topic. The individual users show their interest in online opinions about products or services. They share their brand experiences and opinions, positive or negative, regarding any product or service. The vendors of these items are increasingly coming to realize that these consumer voices can potentially wield enormous influence in shaping the opinions of other consumers and they are paying more and more attention to these issues [38] . Currently, many sentiment analysis works are focus on product reviews or movie review [121] , [134] , [85] , [8] on blogs, customer review sites, and Web Pages. The opinion mining and sentiment analysis such as customer opinion summarisation [141] and sentiment analysis of user reviews [21] are possibly as augmentations to recommendation systems [110] , since it might behoove such a system not to recommend items that receive a lot of negative feedback. The researchers Joshi and Belsare [44] developed a blog mining program called BlogHarvest, which searches for, and extracts, a blogger's interests in order to recommend blogs with similar topics. The program uses classification, links, topic similarity clustering and tagging based on opinion mining to provide these features. The program design is based on the knowledge that blogging communities are not formed randomly, but as a result of shared interests. It is also designed to provide a useful search facility to bloggers while generating large amounts of revenue for advertising services and providers.
Microblogs as Real Time Information Resource
Twitter is one of the micro-blog service providers that achieves great success. Twitter is a micro-blogging service where users send messages (a.k.a., tweets) to a network of associates from a variety of devices. A tweet is a text-based post and only has 140 characters, which is approximately the length of a typical newspaper headline and subhead [77] . The short messages are very easy and convenience to both sender and reader to share things of interest and communicate their thoughts anywhere and anytime in the world. Today, Twitter has gained popularity with over 200 million users and averaging 1600 tweets sent per second. Twitter consists users from different fields including celebrities (@ladygaga, @justinbieber), national leaders (@barackobama, @kevinrudd), news publishers (@cnn, @ap) to general public. Twitter's user base has grown rapidly and the volumes of messages produced by Twitter everyday is vast. According to [131] , in April 2010, Twitter had 106 million registered users, 180 million unique visitors everyday. Users often perform search task in microblog (for example, Twitter) to answer their information need [25] . Searching in microblog can be different as compared to traditional web search in the following aspects [112]:
1. Users search twitter for information about people and temporal related information.
2. Twitter search is less varying and can be used to monitor content while web search is used to gain knowledge about a topic.
3. Twitter provides more social content and eventrelated information while web results are more factual and navigational.
4. Language used in Twitter and Web result is very different.
As more and more users post reviews about products and services they use, or express their political and religious views on Twitter, tweets become a valuable source of peoples opinions and sentiments. Tweets data can be efficiently used to infer people's opinions for marketing or social studies. Given its popularity, Twitter is seen as a potential new form of eWOM (electronic word-of-mouth) marketing by the businesses and organizations concerned with reputation management [42] . Twitter has also been
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European Alliance for Innovation witnessed as the major online platform where news of significant events were broken such as presidential election debate [20] , earthquake [94] and the death of Michael Jackson [35] . Twitter is also used as the primary tool in critical situations when communication channel is limited such as the Iranian election 2009 [10] and Mumbai terrorist attack [84] . Micro-blog, Twitter and Facebook in particular, has become an important tool for users to share various information from personal updates, question answering [26] , news [50] to general babbling [6] .
One unique characteristic of Twitter is its rapid response to the change of the Twitter sphere. While it cannot be considered as a reliable information source as compared to authoritative media outlets, its ability to gather emerging topics is impressive. This can be achieved by performing trend analysis and topic detection. Naaman et al. [80] analyse the characteristics of emerging trends on Twitter and identify two types of trends: exogenous (broadcast events, global news, important days, physical events) and endogenous (memes, retweets, fan activities). The study also presents five key features: content, interaction, participation, time and social, to collect content aggregation statistics for trend analysis. [12] proposed a 5-steps process to model life cycle of term using a novel aging theory based on user authority, calculated using PageRank algorithm. The emerging term selection is based on nutrition (term quality) and energy (term burstiness). Twitter trends can also be mined with data mining technique such as Kohonen's Self-Organising Map (SOM) to visualise users demographic of trending topics, to reveal underlying pattern and characteristics for decision making [14] .
An entry point for micro-blog study is to understand the characteristics of Twitter. [50] conducted a study based on 41.7 million users and 106 million tweets to answer whether Twitter is "social network, or a news media?" They extracted 1.47 billion relationship tuples and revealed that users who topped the chart with over 1 million followers are mostly celebrities (e.g. @oprah, @kimkardashian) or mass media (e.g. @cnn, @nytimes). About 77.9% of the relationships are one-way connection with only 22.1% of reciprocal relationship exists. Moreover, 67.6% of users do not even follow any of their followers at all, which shows a very weak social relationship. Interestingly, another study by Weng et al. [120] Apart from trending topic identification, topic modelling can also be used to understand tweet content. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is one of the popular techniques for its performance and flexibility [5] . LDA is a generative topic model that presents underlying topics as a set of infinite mixture. Each document is considered as a probability distribution of topics and their probabilities can then estimated through sampling methods. Alternatively, Ramage et al. [87] uses an variation of LDA, namely Labelled LDA (L-LDA) to model tweets for post ranking and user recommendation task. L-LDA allows mixing labelled topics together with latent topics discovered by original LDA. While it is questionable of the performance of bag-of-words (BOW) model such as TF-IDF in microblogs retrieval task, this study shows that performance of TF-IDF and L-LDA are almost identical in ranking task and TF-IDF actually outperforms L-LDA in user recommendation task by about 30%. A combination of L-LDA and TF-IDF improves the result of tweets ranking by a slight 3% but significantly boost the performance in user recommendation task by 66%. This shows that TF-IDF can still be an important feature for micro-blogs task.
Conversely, various studies suggested that LDA may not work on Twitter due to the short length of tweets [39, 120] . One way to overcome such problem is to group tweets together to provide more context. Tweets can be grouped by content and terms [39] , or by topics [120] or based on users, as an application of author-topic (AT) model [91] . However, studies show that direct application of AT model does not yield significant improvement as compared to simple term-based approach [39, 135] . A Twitter-LDA model proposed by [135] , which considers "a single tweet is usually about a single topic" also shows that content aggregation in Twitter performs better compared to author based aggregation. This might be due to less variation in content-based aggregation than authorbased.
While information search in micro-blog is important, its research is still budding. Preliminary works includes the understanding the search type [36] , investigation of hash-tag based retrieval [24] , Researchers begin to identify ways to deal with the short length of microblogs [81] and query expansion to capture more context [74] . TREC 2011 has also created a dedicated microblog track to tackle various ad hoc micro-blogs retrieval problems.
Opinion mining in Twitter is different from the opinion mining from the blogs, review sites or other Web pages. Reviews tend to be longer and more verbose than tweets which may only be a few words long and often contain significant spelling errors. Reviews
European Alliance for Innovation usually focus on a specific product or entity and contains little irrelevant information. However, tweets tend to be much more diverse in terms of topics with issues ranging from politics and recent news to religion. As the largest, most well-known, and most popular of the micro-blogging sites, Twitter is an ideal sources for spotting the information about societal interest and general people's opinions. However, there has been little prior opinion mining work in the micro-blogging area since Twitter is relative new technology.
Conclusions
This paper has discussed the challenges existing in the current Web information gathering and recommender systems, as well as state-of-the-art techniques employed by them to deal with the challenges. In the recent years, much effort has been dedicated by many research groups on effectively accessing web information. Their results have demonstrated that the key to deal with the challenges is moving the current systems towards concept-based and personalised. Moving on this trend, the researchers have made many great achievements, particularly in personalised information gathering and recommender systems. However, many challenging problems still exist in these areas, for example, how to make breakthrough on the current information gathering and recommender systems on social networks.
Some recent study on micro-blog has also been covered in this paper, including the micro-blog background, application, trend analysis, topic detection, opinion mining, and information gathering. While many of the studies performed on micro-blog related problems are still in its early stage, the preliminary results are promising. Many of the problems are studied extensively in traditional information retrieval field, but the technical difficulty and its applicability when applied in micro-blog are still uncertain. This is due to the short and dynamic nature of micro-blog and the challenge in gathering context. Substantial amount of noise always exist in micro-blogs, but the nature of topic-specific for non-spam messages are definitely indicative and expressive for various micro-blog related task.
The future research direction of information gathering and recommender systems on social networking environment is exciting and vibrant. Network analysis and trend detection models that exploit various twitter characteristics, will be beneficial from the large volume of tweets. Data mining techniques (e.g. pattern mining, association rules) can be applied to further improve the retrieval performance. Lastly, high-level semantic feature such as sentiment analysis and entity detection can then be applied in different real-world applications, which will fully unleash the power of social networks as a valuable, wealthy source of information.
